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The completion of the Jedi 

On March 13, 2021 I had a vivid dream that was mainly centered around Jedi. Most noticeably A Jedi 
Ranboo, who later that day after I woke from the dream decided to post pictures of his Light-saber on 
Twitter. I’ve thought about this dream quite a bit as it was very interesting to me, not to mention I 
thought it was cool that the IRL content creator just so happened to upload said images the same day. 

I don’t always write down my dreams, though I thought I would jot this one down for memory’s sake. 

– – – – 

The dream starts out as though I’m going through a normal day IRL, and looking at Twitter. Scrolling 
through I see a lot of Minecraft YouTubers, particularly Ranboo tweets as I follow his content. 
(I’ve loved Ranboo’s continent ever sense I was recommended his chair spinning video on YouTube. 
So of course he’s one of the people I follow as I enjoy his humor and kindness towards others.) 

As the dream continues though I noticed several tweets indicating that Ranboo got into some sort of 
accident and was in the hospital. I think Tubbo was with him though I’m not sure? I do remember the 
dream showing tweets and people being concerned, including me. The dream skipped ahead a bit and I 
see that Ranboo posted a Bible verse on his main twitter. A lot of people seemed confused by this, and 
while I can’t recall what the exact verse was I remember specifically noticing that it was in old King 
James Version. 

The dream then continues to skip forward in time to where my parents are helping me return a battery 
to an automobile store. (Again, the beginnings of this dream has a very seemingly uneventful “slice of 
life” vibe to it.) I’m having some issues dealing with my dad and various family issues going on. 
However as we are returning this battery my dad brings up a Jedi completion that he heard about which
was going to be taking place for all local Jedi to participate in. This perked my interest as it was heavily
implied that I was a Jedi. The dream goes through a quick fast forward of me looking into signing up 
for said competition and getting accepted. 

As everything is getting ready, and the dream reveals more info about the competition. I see that all the 
contestants are divided into teams of 4. I’m looking through the chart to see who my teammates are, to 
be surprised that I see Ranboo, Technoblade and some other random boy who’s name I didn’t 
recognize. This excited me greatly as these are content creators that I follow, and I just so happen to be 
on the same team as them too! That being said, the list did not list them by their usernames, but their 
IRL names, as I recognized Techno’s name was Dave. I then noticed it listed Ranboo’s name as 
something around the effect of “loge” and I just kinda gave a slight node at the chart going “Oh ok so 
that’s his real name...” But as I turned my head to walk away from the electronic board I went “Wait… 
WHAT KIND OF NAME IS LOGE?????” 
This was a very strange and silly moment in the dream. … Seriously though, what kind of name is 
Loge anyway????



The dream finally does it’s last time skip forward to the competition. The dream presents this 
completion as a regular accordance for young jedi to participate in. And basically, every jedi team is 
tasked to run through this large spaceship of sorts and press every singe button as they possibly can to 
turn it on. When pressed the button will light up, team who has the most buttons pressed and lit up by 
the time limit wins the game. As the game starts all the kids are seen running through the ship with 
their light-sabers, either green or blue. I noticed in the dream that all the kids who had blue light-sabers 
were running up and mostly pressing the buttons with their hands, whereas the kids with green light-
sabers were mostly using the force to press the buttons. 

Now, one thing that was revealed about my team was that… we were all VERY competitive and 
extremely determined. Not to mention we seemed to get along and were all having fun. So when the 
game was going on we were coordinating strategies and spit ourselves into groups of two. Technoblade 
(who in appearance looked like the design from Sadist’s animations) and the other kid both had blue 
light-sabers, and thus they were running down hallways in a mini team pressing buttons. Meanwhile, 
Ranboo and I both had green light-sabers, and we were basically waving our hands and turning on a 
whole bunch of buttons at once using the force. 

That being said, while most kids were just turning on a few buttons at a time (either by physically 
pressing it or using the force) our team was going EXTREMELY fast. Techno and the random boy were
running down hallways pressing buttons super quickly, meanwhile Ranboo was shown to be extremely 
strong with the force and turning on nearly half a wall at a time. As for me, I was able to fly and just 
ZOOMED down a hallway and turning buttons on via hallways and entire rooms at once. 

Throughout the competition there was a leader board with each person’s individual ranking as to how 
many buttons they were pressing, which also was a slight indication of their force abilities as well? 
(And by force ability I don’t necessarily mean force telekinesis, but just overall skill level in general. 
Blue Jedi generally more skilled in physical type force maneuvers where as green ones more mental, if 
that makes sense?) So while all the other teams were doing pretty normally, our group was 
outperforming by a HUGE margin. The random boy’s individual ranking being a bit above average. 
Then Techno who was very VERY high up. However Ranboo and I were in EXTREMELY 
abnormally high numbers on the board. Me being above Ranboo by a bit, but him still being in close 
second. 

Of course seeing by the fact that Techno was SUPER fast, Ranboo obviously doing a lot and how I was
able to light up whole rooms and fly… our stats being super high up was kinda self explanatory. 

That being said the announcers and people running the competition were all in shock and obviously 
warbling during the announcement of what was going on. Though as this was happening the dream 
kinda gave an unspoken knowledge that something wasn’t quite right. Mainly the realization that the 
competition was meant to be a ruse/cover up to activate all the buttons in the spaceship for something 
sinister. The completion was supposed to be something that happened slowly over the course of many 
months or years. Basically a reoccurring competitive event. However, because our team was so high 
leveled in the force we were turning on almost all the buttons in the ship and speeding up the process. 
So the announcers went quiet and behind the scenes were scrambling to future out what to do.

Meanwhile, our team was completely unaware of this notion and was just having fun. The 4 of us 
would run into each other and look at the board and get excited, encouraging one another to keep 
going. We were winning! We were winning! Then suddenly we are running through a dark room 



turning the buttons on, when a hidden door in one of the wall opens. The 4 of us stop in confusion, as 
this wasn’t supposed to happen? 

We looked onward at the bright white light of the now opened door, when a very tall figure slowly 
emerges. When he steps out of the door I noticed that he looked exactly like the Predator from the 
move “Alien vs. Predator”, with long deadlock like “hair” and instead of hands just had long claws for 
arms.

(The dream gave the implication that this is one of the things that was in the spaceship and wasn’t 
supposed to be “released” until much later. But because of how fast we were, we had ended up 
releasing it prematurely. Which is why the competition host were scrambling to figure out what to do as
we were kinda messing up with their plots. That being said, our group of 4 was still unaware of this 
information.) 

The monster then walks up to the random boy who was in our group and thrusted his claw like arm into
our team mate’s stomach. Which, I would describe ins style similar to Sadist’s DreamSMP animation of
c!Phil killing c!Willbur, as to the type of stabbing that occurred. That being said, the way the dream 
showed the event felt VERY real, as though I was actually watching a real human being killed, rather 
than an animation or film.  

The monster pulls it’s claw arm out of the random boy’s stomach and our teammate falls to the ground 
lifeless. Techno, Ranboo and I stand still completely stunned by what just happened while the monster 
then slowly turns it’s head to look at the three of us. 

The three of us collectively and unamamasly go “nope” and proceed to book it as fast as we can to 
escape. We are screaming and running through doors in panic while this huge monster that is WAY 
stronger, is chasing us. With me being able to fly I do remember some cases where I would stop to slow
down/make sure I’m not out speeding my friends to abandon them, and I noticed they would do the 
same. Basically we were collectively trying to escape while not abandoning each other. 

Right towards the end we passed through this thick door were Ranboo and I both used the force to pick 
up this HUGE medal lock and force bend it to keep the door shut. The lock being so heavy it had to 
take two of us just to lift it, and even then we were barely able to bend it. (And keep in mind the dream 
had previously established that we were both extremely strong force uses if not the most powerful. So 
that was a VERY very strong lock.) 

While we are finishing up locking the door Techno is just running on towards a parking lot to escape. 
So Ranboo and I turn around and are close behind. As we are entering the parking lot I can hear behind 
us the door being broken down by the monster, as it has just gotten through the door we just locked. 

As I am hearing the sounds of the door breaking and we are yelling at each other to hurry up, the dream
slowly starts to fade to white as I being to wake up IRL. 

– – – – 

Much later, after I woke up from my dream and pondered about how cool it was. I remembered that 
Ranboo IRL had mentioned that he was planning on taking pictures of his new Lightsaber that he 
recently bought for a sub-goal. The previous few days he was supposed to take said photos, however 
because of various circumstances he never did post them. That being said, I am familiar with my 



dreams. As normally dreams that are either extremely lucid, vivid, or something happens IRL that 
occurred in the dream, said dream will have meaning. (Obviously not all dreams are meaningful, and 
dreams probably differ from person to person, but I do recognize the patterns of my own dreams.) So 
because of this I thought to myself “I wonder if he will post his light-saber pictures today???” 

So I remember keeping a close eye on twitter that day excitedly wondering, and sure enough Ranboo 
posted pictures of himself with his light-saber! 

https://twitter.com/Ranboosaysstuff/status/1370910261301932035?s=20 

So because of the dream I had just had, him posting these images on that day was DOUBLELY exciting
for me. And also, made me wonder if perhaps there might be more meaning to them? 

That being said, one thing I do notice is that while in the dream the light-saber Ranboo had was green, 
whereas in these images his saber was red (or orange? I think it’s supposed to be red). 

Again, I know not all dreams have special meanings, though I did want to record this one as at the end 
of the day, (despite there being some scary events that took place) the over all story was very cool. 


